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Society for Arts Entrepreneurship Education Announces Mark Rabideau as the 
2018 Recipient of the Sharon T. Alpi Award for Innovative Arts Entrepreneurship 
Pedagogy 
 
The Society for Arts Entrepreneurship Education is pleased to announce Dr. Mark 
Rabideau, Director of the 21st-Century Musician Initiative at DePauw University, as the 
2018 recipient of the Sharon T. Alpi Award for Innovative Arts Entrepreneurship 
Pedagogy.  
 
Rabideau’s pedagogical innovation, the online textbook, The 21CM Introduction to 
Music Entrepreneurship (Rowman & Littlefield, 2017) prepares the next generation of 
arts leaders to build a more promising future, driven by the belief that education is a 
lifelong process of learning how to make the world a better place.  
 
“The goal of this project was to provide all of the resources needed to simultaneously 
prepare two generations of arts entrepreneurs – the students enrolled in our courses 
and the faculty brave enough to embrace this challenge, even and especially for 
those who have not received formal training in entrepreneurial pedagogy,” said 
Rabideau. “This was a collaborative effort of more than twenty scholars, artists and 
professionals. A shared success.” 
 
In addition, The 21CM Introduction to Music Entrepreneurship recognizes the value of 
experiential learning, especially when student opportunities to succeed are prized and 
when student opportunities to fail are present. It equips students with the skills and 
mindsets to build relationships with their communities and provides them with the 
tools necessary to invent and execute successful projects that will engage new 
audiences and ultimately create successful and meaningful careers. 
 
“Mark’s numerous contributions to the field, including the multifaceted, game-changing 
21st Century Musician Initiative at DePauw University, have touched countless 
performers, scholars, and audience members in profoundly positive ways,” says Dr. 
Josef Hanson, Society for Arts Entrepreneurship Education President. “That his 
remarkable online textbook, The 21CM Introduction to Music 
Entrepreneurship, comprises the contributions of over 20 of his colleagues is a 
testament to Mark's collaborative, unifying spirit - a beacon for all of us working to 
promote arts entrepreneurship. We couldn't be prouder to celebrate Mark in this way.” 
 
About the Award 
From 1998-2016, Sharon T. Alpi was the founding Director of the Center for 
Entrepreneurship at Millikin University. She played a key role in developing innovative 
experiential pedagogy and programs utilizing entrepreneurial frameworks. Alpi was the 
driver at Millikin for the initiative to develop a concentration in entrepreneurship in the 
late 1990’s, which led to the creation of a major and minor in entrepreneurship. In 2003, 
she collaborated with arts faculty in the creation of an award-winning Arts 



Entrepreneurship multidisciplinary program which is based on a unique pedagogy of 
"learning through practice" in student–run ventures. 

The Sharon T. Alpi Award for Innovative Arts Entrepreneurship Pedagogy was 
established in 2016. Through a donation of an anonymous donor, it is to be awarded for 
three years, with $500 to be given to an educator (or group of educators) to continue 
their work in their innovative pedagogy. The Millikin University Center for 
Entrepreneurship is pleased to see the impacts of pedagogical innovation in the arts 
entrepreneurship education community. 

About Mark Rabideau 
Dr. Mark Rabideau is a cultural entrepreneur, busy re-imagining how we must prepare 
musicians to thrive within the shifting marketplace and cultural landscape of the 
contemporary moment. Mark’s entrepreneurial spirit has led to serving as producer/host 
of Live from Smoke from New York City; founder and executive/artistic director for 
Artists Now; producer of Worlds End, an original work with the American Repertory 
Ballet; and founder of Art in Unlikely Places, a project fueled by the belief that art’s 
transformative powers must be made accessible to the underserved. Mark has an 
ongoing project making music with the incarcerated men within the Putnamville 
Correctional Facilities.  
 
A compelling arts advocate, Mark’s voice has been tapped as a member of the Quincy 
Jones Musiq Consortium, Core Planning Committee for the CMS Summit 2.0 and Co-
Chair of the College Music Society’s Entrepreneurship Education Committee. 

 
Mark engages people and ideas within artistic and academic communities through 
invited lectures, including talks at Curtis Institute of Music, and Yale, Cambridge and 
Brandeis universities, his appointment as 2017 Distinguished Visiting Researcher at 
American University in Cairo (Egypt), membership on the editorial board of Artivate, 
general editor of the CMS/Routledge series Emerging Fields in Music, and as editor and 
publisher of 21CM.org – an online journal about the future of music.  
 
Mark works alongside a prestigious advisory board, chaired by cellist Yo-Yo Ma, as the 
Director of the 21st Century Musician Initiative at DePauw University. He adores his 
wife, Laura and this three beautifully talented children, Mary Pauline, Luke and Aidan.  
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